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Stakeholder comments on IPHC Fishery Regulations or published 
regulatory proposals 

PREPARED BY: IPHC SECRETARIAT (B. HUTNICZAK; 11 DECEMBER 2023, 12, 16, 19 & 21 JANUARY 2024) 

PURPOSE 

To provide the Commission with a consolidated document containing comments from 
stakeholders on IPHC Fishery Regulations or published regulatory proposals submitted to the 
Commission for its consideration at the 100th Session of the IPHC Annual Meeting (AM100). 

BACKGROUND 

The IPHC Secretariat has continued to make improvements to the Fishery Regulations portal on 
the IPHC website, which includes instructions for stakeholders to submit comments to the 
Commission for its consideration. Specifically:  

“Informal statements or comments on IPHC Fishery Regulations or published regulatory 
proposals can be submitted using the form below up until the day before the IPHC 
Session. Submitted comments will be collated into a single document and provided to the 
Commissioners at the IPHC Session.” 

Comments may be submitted using the IPHC Stakeholder Comment Form. Attachments may 
be sent to secretariat@iphc.int. 

DISCUSSION 

Table 1 provides a list of the stakeholder comments which are provided in full in the Appendices. 
The IPHC Secretariat does not provide commentary on the statements, but simply collates them 
in this document for the Commission’s consideration. 

Table 1. Statements from stakeholders received by 9pm on 21 January 2024. 

Appendix No. Title and author Date received 

Appendix I Fabian Grutter, commercial fisherman 3 October 2023 

Appendix II Shawn McManus, Deep Sea Fishermen’s 
Union of the Pacific 

25 October 2023 

Appendix III Thomas Russell, directed commercial fishery 
in Canada 

24 December 2023 

Appendix IV Tucker Banner, recreational fisherman 12 January 2024 

Appendix V Joel Kawahara, Coastal Trollers Association 15 January 2024 

Appendix VI Darryl Bosshardt, Pybus Point Lodge 18 January 2024 

Appendix VII Joel Steenstra, Alaska Wide Open Charters 18 January 2024 

https://www.iphc.int/the-commission/fishery-regulations/
https://forms.office.com/r/QCKN8YiQGH
mailto:secretariat@iphc.int
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Appendix VIII Allen Landeen, Taylor Charters 19 January 2024 

Appendix IX Charles McNamee, Angling Unlimited Inc. 19 January 2024 

Appendix X Scott McKelvey, Waterfall Resort 20 January 2024 

Appendix XI Greg Kain, Kain's Fishing Adventures 20 January 2024 

Appendix XII Haley Janttie, Eagle Charters 20 January 2024 
Appendix XIII David Creighton, Shelter Cove Lodge 21 January 2024 

Appendix XIV Jack Stevenson, Alaskan lodge owner 2c 21 January 2024 

APPENDICES 

As listed in Table 1. 
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APPENDIX I 

Statement by Fabian Grutter, commercial fisherman 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the 
comment will refer to 

IPHC Fishery Regulations 

Submitted comment 
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APPENDIX II 

Statement by Shawn McManus, Deep Sea Fishermen’s Union of the Pacific 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the 
comment will refer to 

Section 5 - Mortality and Fishery Limits 

Submitted comment In the event that a FISS is not conducted in an IPHC Regulatory Area(s), the 
TAC for the un-surveyed Regulatory Area(s) shall not be increased using 
extrapolated historical FISS data for the following fishing season. For example, 
in 2021 there were no FISS conducted in any of the Area 4 Regulatory Areas. 
Yet, despite the lack of current FISS in those Regulatory Areas, the TAC was 
increased in many of those Areas using extrapolated FISS data for the 2022 
fishing season. Those same Regulatory Areas are again lacking FISS for 2023.  

We are concerned that the lack of annual FISS data does not provide the critical 
up to date data necessary to increase and effectively manage a Regulatory 
Area(s) TAC. In fact, from a conservation and sustainability standpoint, without 
the annual FISS data, we are hardly comfortable with a TAC status quo for the 
affected Regulatory Area(s). 

The abovementioned problem is seen as a harvest control rule. 

“No IPHC Regulatory Area shall see an increase in TAC without an annual 
FISS which indicates the action of raising the TAC is warranted” 
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APPENDIX III 

Statement by Thomas Russell, directed commercial fishery in Canada 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the comment 
will refer to 

Section 9(2) - Commercial Fishing Periods 

Submitted comment I would like to see the directed fishery for Pacific halibut open earlier in 
the day. The current practice of a noon opening limits what can be 
accomplished in the first day. Many of the vessels are all ready standing 
by at daylight, and setting at noon makes for a very long day. Setting 
earlier would also raise efficiency of time spent opening day, allowing for 
a more complete soak time on the gear. I feel like 08:00am opening 
would allow for daylight conditions to set gear, meeting safety and 
enforcement objectives.  

I propose: 

Unless the commission specifies otherwise, commercial fishing for 
Pacific halibut in all IPHC areas may begin no earlier in the year than 
8:00am local time DD-MMMM. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Statement by Tucker Banner, recreational fisherman 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the 
comment will refer to 

Section 5(2) - Mortality and Fishery Limits - California's Pacific Halibut Quota 

Submitted comment Hello, I am Tucker Banner. I am a California resident, but also stay in Alaska 
a few months in the summer. I am deeply concerned with California and the 
direction our fisheries are going. Recently we had a change in the Salmon 
fishery, which has been completely closed. The rockfish has been changed to 
the 50 fathom line, which is roughly 300 feet deep and beyond. Sturgeon has 
been drastically reduced in size limit and fish amount per year. Many anglers 
can not safely take their boats to the 50 fathom line. People in California, 
especially in Northern California, in small towns such as Shelter Cove, 
Trinidad, Eureka, Crescent City, Fort Bragg, and many others rely on the 
ocean for food, or at least for a portion of their food. Personally I love eating 
fish, crab, clams, and all the other delicacies our oceans hold. Halibut is a 
very fun fishery, and it is absolutely delicious. I fish for Halibut out of Deep 
Creek and Anchor Point in Alaska. I fish for Halibut out of Eureka in California. 
The main issue I want to discuss is California’s Pacific Halibut Quota. Our 
share is truly ridiculous. I am not trying to be rude or dramatic, but to my 
knowledge Alaska has no quota. Washington’s quota is 291,950 pounds. 
Oregon’s quota is 275,214 pounds, and around 1/10th of those individual 
quotas is what California is allocated. California’s quota is 39,520 pounds. I 
understand halibut migrate and are more common the farther north you go, 
but California deserves a larger piece of the pie. I know California is drastically 
different than Alaska, Washington, and Oregon. I understand California is 
often hated. I do not like our policies or our politics, but I am concerned about 
the well being of fishermen. We are all the same. We think the same. When I 
tell people in Alaska I’m from California they tell me not to bring my friends. 
Not all Californians are crazy. We just want an opportunity to fish and feed 
our families. In Trinidad and Eureka there are guides who fish halibut and we 
have one or two commercial boats that fish halibut. Many people rely on this 
fishery for food and even their livelihood. The economic benefits to these small 
cities also rely on people traveling to them to fish. The restrictions on our 
rockfish depth crushed many of these cities. Please listen to my pleads and 
give California a fair amount of quota. Washington and Oregon each have 7 
times the amount of quota we have. Small Northern California communities 
rely on this fishery for food. Whoever is reading this, if you have been to 
Northern California it is very similar to Washington, Oregon, and Alaska. We 
are the same, and we deserve and want more quota. We respect the fish as 
much as anyone else. I fillet the halibut even past the belly and then cut the 
membrane off. I keep the cheeks! The fish are respected and every portion is 
used! California deserves at least half the quota Oregon and Washington has. 
I believe it should be divided equally three ways, but I understand Washington 
and Oregon would not love that idea. Fishing is important for my family and I 
and millions of other Californians, who are just like you. Our season in 
California ended in the beginning of August this year, and doesn’t open until 
May. Please let us target these fish longer by allocating more quota to 
California. An argument would state California waters do not have enough 
halibut to sustain a larger quota. I disagree. We used to have many 
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commercial ships who targeted the fish out of Eureka and Trinidad 50 some 
years ago. Studies have shown halibut migrate, and therefore we can handle 
a larger quota. Halibut have been caught from the Oregon border all the way 
to San Francisco near the Farallon islands. That is 300 plus miles of halibut 
barring coastline. The numbers are drastic. Please consider giving California 
more quota. Thank you very much, Tucker Banner. 

Alaska Quota: Unlimited. Washington Quota: 291,950. Oregon Quota: 
275,214.California Quota: 39,520. 
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APPENDIX V 

Statement by Joel Kawahara, Coastal Trollers Association 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the 
comment will refer to 

IPHC-2024-AM100-PropC1 

Submitted comment Coastal Trollers Association (CTA) supports IPHC-2024-AM100-PropC1, the 
Makah proposal for a TCEY of 1.65 Million pounds for year 2024. CTA notes 
the O32 WPUE (IPHC-2024-AM100-10, Figure 4) shows a 10% increase over 
2023, strongly suggesting there are no underlying conservation concerns with 
maintaining the status quo in area 2A. 
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APPENDIX VI 

Statement by Darryl Bosshardt, Pybus Point Lodge 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the 
comment will refer to 

Section 5 - Mortality and Fishery Limits 

Submitted comment 
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APPENDIX VII 

Statement by Joel Steenstra, Alaska Wide Open Charters 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the 
comment will refer to 

Section 5 - Mortality and Fishery Limits 

Submitted comment Dear IPHC, 
 
My name is Joel Steenstra, owner of Alaska Wide Open Charters out of Craig, 
Alaska in 2c. Next season will be my 21st season as a Captain for halibut out 
of Craig. We are a family run business and have two boats. I guide clients, my 
wife cleans and cuts fish, and my three children help her and are very involved 
in the business. We take 8 clients at a time and provide fishing, lodging, and 
fish processing for them. We are year round Alaska residents and are very 
active in our community. Our other Captain we employ is a born and raised 
Alaskan, and a year round resident of Craig where he also raises his family of 
four children. 
 
Halibut has become a source of stress for both myself and my clients. As we 
have watched limits get cut and days of the week close, we no longer have 
security in our business that we once had. Clients are constantly asking what 
the limits will be and if days of the week will be closed. It’s much harder for us 
to have a good product for our customers when we have so little halibut to 
offer them. As a result of the day of the week closures, I have been using a 
large amount of GAF fish to keep them happy which is very costly to my 
business. Long term outlook will not be good for the local, Alaska owned small 
businesses like myself who do not have extensive advertising campaigns and 
who do not live south near populations centers to constantly be recruiting new 
clients. 
 
We are particularly at a disadvantage when other areas like 3a get a one 
halibut of any size while we get stuck in the chicken patches for small halibut. 
We have heard that Canada has better limits than us too. And our clients are 
very much in tune to what limits are in other areas.  
 
Another big issue is the restrictive limits are pushing many clients towards self 
guided operations. While we take cut after cut, self guided operations continue 
to grow with zero cuts. Many of us have been fishing out there for decades 
with constant reductions in limits, while new self guided operations show up 
out of the blue and enjoy zero cuts at our expense. We simply cannot compete 
with businesses who fish similar waters as us and have a two fish, no size 
limit, while we have a 1 fish, reverse slot limit with day of the week closures. 
And all the pain we endure by taking cuts is simply going to the self guided 
industry with no savings to the resource. 
 
I ask that you protect the small businesses in Alaska. Thank you. 
 
Joel and Leanne Steenstra 
Alaska Wide Open Charters 
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APPENDIX VIII 

Statement by Allen Landeen, Southeast Alaska Business Operator 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the 
comment will refer to 

IPHC Fishery Regulations 

Submitted comment 
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APPENDIX IX 

Statement by Charles McNamee, Angling Unlimited Inc. 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the 
comment will refer to 

Section 28 - Recreational (Sport) Fishing for Pacific Halibut—IPHC Regulatory Areas 
2C, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 4C, 4D, 4E 

Submitted comment 
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APPENDIX X 

 

Statement by Scott McKelvey, Waterfall Resort 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the 
comment will refer to 

Section 5 - Mortality and Fishery Limits 

Submitted comment 
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APPENDIX XI 

Statement by Greg Kain, Kain's Fishing Adventures 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the 
comment will refer to 

Section 5 - Mortality and Fishery Limits 

Submitted comment 
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APPENDIX XII 

Statement by Haley Janttie, Eagle Charters 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the 
comment will refer to 

Section 5 - Mortality and Fishery Limits 

Submitted comment 
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APPENDIX XIII 

Statement by David Creighton, Shelter Cove Lodge 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the comment 
will refer to 

Section 5 - Mortality and Fishery Limits 

Submitted comment My Name is David Creighton. I am the second-generation operator of 
Shelter Cove Lodge located in Craig. I operate as a full service lodge 
with the only fine dining restaurant in Craig, full service bar and a fleet of 
8 vessels two of which are 6 packs. This organization has provided me 
and 3 other families with year round employment and the ability to raise 
our children in SE Alaska. The intent of this letter is to express my fear 
that ever tightening regulations may render Shelter Cove Lodge 
unavailable for the 3rd generation. 

Regulations for SE AK have been so dramatically reduced over the last 
decade that we have begun to lose our marketability. Our clients travel 
great distances to fish 3 days and losing 1 of those 3 days of halibut 
fishing has created additional marketing issues. The 2024 season sales 
have been significantly more difficult than recent past seasons. Every 
repeat client I lose costs marketing dollars to recruit new. Day closures 
are culprit number 1. The next most common concern is the halibut size. 
“I want to go catch a baby halibut”…..said no one ever. 

Many people come to Alaska to fulfil their dream of catching a nice 
halibut. To stay marketable, I have been forced to lease halibut to 
supplement catch opportunity with GAF tags. As you know, this is 
incredibly costly yet not as costly as not having clients. For our day 
closures, I have been forced to gift these tags to our clients in order to 
make their trips feel worth the increasing expense. 

I have recently lost several long-time clients to self-guided lodges. They 
have learned how to fish for halibut from us and moved on to more 
productive setups. They can keep one large fish self-guided and have 
more fish to take home than all three they would be able to keep with us. 
This trend is going tonot only hurt SE guide businesses but also increase 
fish caught in potentially under-managed sector of the sport fishery. 

SE Alaska has experienced reductions to the bare minimum on king 
salmon, ling cod, and we have already gone below the bare minimum on 
halibut. Any further reductions on halibut will make a difficult situation 
even worse. At risk is a significant portion of Alaska’s tourism economy 
that is a major supporter of the smaller outlying communities like Craig. 
Almost every business in Craig would be affected by the loss of even a 
single medium-sized charter operation. 

I’m aware you’ve read many letters like this. The reason is because we 
love and rely on our businesses. Small adjustments in your decision-
making processes can have huge impacts on our success or failure. We 
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will feel the impact of the Monday closures for years. Adding to this will 
undoubtedly make things more difficult. 

Please proceed with caution. 

Sincerely, 

David Creighton 

Shelter Cove Lodge 

907-401-0686 
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APPENDIX XIV 

 

Statement by Jack Stevenson, Alaskan lodge owner 2c 

Section of IPHC Fishery 
Regulations or regulatory 
proposal reference the 
comment will refer to 

Section 5 - Mortality and Fishery Limits 

Submitted comment We are sick and tiered of our guest complaining that they fished for 3 out of 4 
days because one day was closed to halibut fishing and they went home with 
only 15lbs of halibut. they want to know why the boat next to them caught 
halibut on the day it was closed because they were self guiding. why the boat 
next to them came in with ten huge halibut while they only had 5 under 40" 
We have had three clients switch from guided to self guided. others simple 
said they would not re-book. We had regs before of a 36" fish and it was a 
disaster. It is unbelievable that you continue to ignore the self guided and 
resident allocation and have done nothing to have them share in the 
responsibility of preserving the halibut. resource. You are forcing us as a 
mater of preservation and fairness to consider a lawsuit forcing you to fairly 
distribute the burden of conservation to all who fish for halibut. This is a 
federally regulated fish and to refuse to limit the residents of Alaska is clearly 
a direct dereliction of you mandate to protect the resource. 

 


